




















This model is an abstraction.  Our presentation today will describe our challenges in 
putting the model into practice, 1*=<&,6$F+$(*\,*$81*$+*(2&7*$G4-*=$&,$(*)=$=&C*>$
 
]*$-*2*=4<*-$81*$+*(2&7*$G4-*=$8(?&,6$84$5**<$&,$G&,-$81*$42*()==$64)=$4C$7(*)B,6$
+*(2&7*+$81)8$34F=-$'*$+7)=)'=*$),-$+F+8)&,)'=*>$/1)8$64)=$74,B,F*+$84$'*$)$
71)==*,6*E$C4($(*)+4,+$81)8$)(*$=&5*=?$C)G&=&)($84$G),?$4C$?4F>$$
 
]*$'F&=8$)$,FG'*($4C$-&6&8)=$74==*7B4,+$&,$81*$<)+8$81)8$,43$,**-$G)&,8*,),7*$4($
74,2*(+&4,$84$,*3$+4=FB4,+X$3*$1)2*$G),)6*-$81)8$C4($)$C*3$<(4S*78+E$'F8$-4$,48$
1)2*$*,4F61$+8)A$84$)K*,-$84$814+*$,**-+>$
$
 
 
]*$1)2*$*2*($G4(*$&,-&2&-F)=$C)7F=8?$G*G'*(+$),-$+8F-*,8+$314$3),8$^)$3*'+&8*E_$$
31&71$G&618$'*$)$-&6&8)=$74==*7B4,E$),$4,=&,*$+<)7*$84$G),)6*$4($74==)'4()8*$4,$
(*+*)(71$G)8*(&)=+E$)$-)8)')+*$3&81$)$3*'$C(4,8$*,-E$)$<F'=&7$+&8*$3&81$+<*7&\7$,**-+$
C4($+*)(71E$G*8)-)8)E$-&+<=)?E$*87>$$04G*$7),$'*$1*=<*-$3&81$*`&+B,6$844=+$=&5*$3&5&+$
4($O446=*$+&8*+E$'F8$G),?$7),,48>$
$
a481$4C$81*+*$\(+8$834$1)2*$'**,$^5,43,$<(4'=*G+_$C4($)$,FG'*($4C$?*)(+>$ 
 
b$G4(*$(*7*,8=?$*G*(6&,6$71)==*,6*E$814F61E$&+$143$84$(*+<4,-$84$C)+8D(&+&,6$.,+B8FB4,)=$*`<*78)B4,+$81)8$81*$
%&'()(&*+$3&==$'*$7*,8()=$<(42&-*(+$4C$-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<$+*(2&7*+>$$
$
$c*(*$)(*$)$C*3$*`)G<=*+L$$
$
I*<)(8G*,8+$N*>6>E$V*-&)E$UF=8F(*E$U4GGPE$U*,8*(+$N*>6>E$.(&+1$08F-&*+PE$),-$*2*,$81*$I*),$4C$81*$O()-$07144=$4C$
b(8+$[$07&*,7*+$N4,*$4C$4F($'&66*+8$-&2&+&4,+P$1)2*$)==$)<<(4)71*-$81*$%&'()(&*+$)+5&,6$C4($1*=<$84$<(42&-*$8()&,&,6E$
-*2*=4<$7F((&7F=)E$),-$<*(1)<+$)$7*(B\7)8*$&,$I&6&8)=$cFG),&B*+$4($481*($-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<$)(*)+>$
$
/1*$cFG),&B*+$.,&B)B2*$R$)$7(4++D&,+B8FB4,)=$'4-?$81)8$CF,-+$),-$481*(3&+*$*,)'=*+$74==)'4()B2*$(*+*)(71$
)7(4++$!"#@+$G),?$+7144=+$R$1)+$)$,*3$b++47&)8*$I&(*784($314$&+$5**,$84$*-F7)8*$!"#$)'4F8$Ic$),-$+F<<4(8$,*3$
(*+*)(71$<(46()G+$&,$81*$\*=->$
$
!"#$&+$&,$81*$<(47*++$4C$-4&,6$)$+*=CD+8F-?$C4($4F($&,+B8FB4,)=$)77(*-&8)B4,$),-$1)+$C47F+*-$4,$I&6&8)=$cFG),&B*+$
)+$)$5*?$)(*)$84$)++*++>$$
$
b==$4C$81*+*$1)2*$=*-$84$74,2*(+)B4,+$),-$+4G*$*)(=?D+8)6*$4(6),&H)B4,)=$34(5$84$'*K*($F,-*(+8),-$143$84$
G**8$81*+*$,**-+>$$
$
/4-)?$3*@==$-*+7(&'*$4,*$<)(B7F=)($<)(8,*(+1&<E$3&81$81*$6()-F)8*$-*<)(8G*,8$4C$M,6=&+1>$$
$
/1*$M,6=&+1$-*<)(8G*,8E$3&81$+4G*$CF,-+$C(4G$)$-4,4(E$&+$-*2*=4<&,6$)$I&6&8)=$U4GG4,+E$84$6&2*$C)7F=8?$),-$6()-$
+8F-*,8+$*`<*(&*,7*$&,$34(5&,6$3&81$8*71,4=46?>$$
$
b+$<)(8$4C$81)8$2*,8F(*E$81*?$1)2*$)+5*-$F+$84$34(5$3&81$81*G$4,$834$(*=)8*-$<(4S*78+$81&+$?*)(L$
• $$U4,+F=8)B4,+$C4($814+*$714+*,$C4($+G)==$6(),8+E$+4$3*$7),$1*=<$81*G$<=),$),-$&G<=*G*,8$81*&($(*+*)(71$
<(4S*78+E$),-$-&(*78$81*G$84$*`&+B,6$+*(2&7*+>$
• $$b$+*(&*+$4C$34(5+14<+$84$8()&,$+8F-*,8+$),-$C)7F=8?$&,$)$+*8$4C$-&6&8)=$844=+>$$
$
$
$
$
$
$  
/1*$34(5+14<+$)(*$31)8$3*@==$8)=5$)'4F8$84-)?>$b+$3*@2*$-*+&6,*-$),-$'*6F,$84$4A*($81*G$
NY$4C$d$74G<=*8*-$+4$C)(P$1*(*$)(*$81*$eF*+B4,+$81)8$1)2*$C()G*-$4F($34(5$+4$C)(L$$
$
9>  ]1)8$=*2*=$4C$8()&,&,6$&+$,**-*-f$R$.,$4F($&,&B)=$<=),,&,6$3&81$81*$-*<)(8G*,8E$3*$
-&+7F++*-$34(5+14<+$3&81$)$C47F+$4,$+4G*$Ic$81*4(?$)=4,6$3&81$8()&,&,6$&,$<)(B7F=)($
-&6&8)=$(*+*)(71$844=+X$]*@2*$*,-*-$F<$-4&,6$2*(?$')+&7$&,8(4-F784(?$8()&,&,6E$)+$81*?$
(*)=&H*-$81*?$,**-*-$84$+8)(8$3&81$-*G?+BC?&,6$81*$<(47*++$4C$F+&,6$8*71,4=46?$C4($
+714=)(+1&<>$
Q>  ]14$7),$'*+8$<(42&-*$8()&,&,6f$]*$1)2*$*`&+B,6$+*(2&7*+$),-$+F<<4(8$8*)G+$81)8$G**8$
+4G*$,**-+E$'F8$3*@(*$F,742*(&,6$)$,*3$+*8$4C$*`<*78)B4,+$NC4($*`)G<=*E$8*`8$G&,&,6P>$
]1)8$5&,-+$4C$,*3$+*(2&7*+$N),-$<*(1)<+$,*3$4($(*D+5&==*-$+8)AP$G&618$3*$,**-f$c43$
7),$3*$
W>  J&,)==?E$3*$(*746,&H*$)$8*,+&4,$'*83**,$834$&++F*+L$4,$81*$4,*$1),-E$81*$C)7F=8?$),-$
-*),+@$14<*$81)8$3*$7),$<(42&-*$8()&,&,6$4($+F<<4(8$C4($)$<)(B7F=)($+*8$4C$844=+$),-$+5&==+E$
84$<(*<)(*$81*&($+8F-*,8+$84$'*$^-&6&8)=$+714=)(+_$4,$+4G*$=*2*=$3&81E$4,$81*$481*($1),-E$
81*$F,-*(+8),-&,6$81)8$-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<$+14F=-$'*$-(&2*,$'?$(*+*)(71$eF*+B4,+$),-$
G*814-+$81)8$4F($7F((*,8$+8)A$&+$,48$&,$)$<4+&B4,$84$<(42&-*>$$
$
$]*$1)2*$'**,$14=-&,6$81*+*$eF*+B4,+$&,$G&,-$)+$3*$-*+&6,*-$),-$)(*$4A*(&,6$81*$
34(5+14<+>$
 
]*$1*=-$)$+*(&*+$4C$d$34(5+14<+$')+*-$F<4,$81*$(*eF*+8$C4($)$G4(*$844=+D')+*-$
)<<(4)71$84$81*$+*(&*+>$b+$?4F$7),$+**$C(4G$81*$B8=*+$4C$81*$34(5+14<+$R$81*?$)(*$
&,8(4-F784(?$&,$,)8F(*$),-$C47F+$4,$8)5&,6$81*$<)(B7&<),8+$C(4G$),)=46$84$-&6&8)=>$]*$
C47F+*-$4,$+*2*()=$844=+$),-$81*G*+E$&,7=F-&,6L$O446=*$0&8*+E$]4(-g(*++E$2&-*4$
*-&B,6E$h48*(4E$/*`8$V&,&,6$),-$G)<<&,6$844=+>$
$
/1*$<)(B7&<),8+$3*(*$)$<(*K?$*eF)=$,FG'*($4C$6()-F)8*$+8F-*,8+$),-$C)7F=8?E$3&81$
81*$=)(6*+8$71F,5$74G&,6$C(4G$81*$M,6=&+1$-*<)(8G*,8E$)=814F61$81*$(*G)&,&,6$
<)(B7&<),8+$7)G*$C(4G$)$3&-*$G&`8F(*$4C$-*<)(8G*,8+>$
$
]*$1)-$4'+*(2*(+$84$6&2*$F+$F,'&)+*-$C**-')75$),-$1*=<*(+$84$)++&+8$81*$<)(B7&<),8+>$
/1&+$C**-')75$)==43*-$F+$84$G)5*$)-SF+8G*,8+$C4($81*$+F'+*eF*,8$34(5+14<+>$J4($
*`)G<=*E$)i*($81*$\(+8$34(5+14<E$3*$(*)=&H*-$81)8$81*$+5&==$=*2*=$4C$81*$<)(B7&<),8+$
3)+$+4$2)(&*-$81)8$3*$-&-$,48$1)2*$*,4F61$1*=<*(+E$)--&,6$G4(*$)==43*-$81*G$84$6*8$
G4(*$4F8$4C$81*$+*++&4,+>$!48$5,43&,6$81*$+5&==$=*2*=+$)1*)-$4C$BG*E$3*$3*(*$844$
)G'&B4F+$&,$81*$)G4F,8$4C$G)8*(&)=$3*$8(&*-$84$<(*+*,8$),-$3*(*$)'=*$84$4A*($G4(*$
8)(6*8*-$+*++&4,+$&,$81*$CF8F(*>$%)+8=?E$3*$3*(*$)=*(8*-$84$&++F*+$81*$<)(B7&<),8+$
3*(*$1)2&,6$3&81$81*$(44G$&8+*=C$)+$&8$3)+$81*$\(+8$BG*$3*$F+*-$&8$C4($8()&,&,6>$
 
]*$+F(2*?*-$81*$6(4F<+$)i*($*)71$+*++&4,>$$/1*$\(+8$+*++&4,$3)+$)$G&`8F(*$4C$
74GG*,8+$'*83**,$<*4<=*$81)8$814F618$&8$3)+$844$+&G<=&+B7$),-$814+*$81)8$814F618$
&8$3)+$844$74G<=&7)8*->$/1*(*$3*(*$eF*+B4,+$)'4F8$31?$81*?$+14F=-$'*$F+&,6$81*$
844=+$),-$(*eF*+8*-$81*4(?$'*1&,-$&8>$
$
/1*$(*2&*3+$3*(*$=)(6*=?$<4+&B2*$R$<)(B7&<),8+$)+5*-$C4($G4(*$34(5+14<+E$G4(*$
)-2),7*-$34(5+14<+E$),-$3*(*$74,7*(,*-$)'4F8$81*$<)(B7&<),8+$81)8$,**-*-$*`8()$
1*=<$),-$+=43*-$81*$7=)++$-43,>$
$
]*$1)-$4,*$74GG*,8$81)8$.$C*=8$(*)==?$7)<8F(*-$31)8$3*$3*(*$8(?&,6$84$)774G<=&+1$R$
G)5*$81*G$C**=$74GC4(8)'=*$*,4F61$3&81$81*$844=+$81)8$81*?$7),$*`<=4(*$4,$81*&($
43,$),-$G)5*$81*G$(*)=&H*$81)8$81*+*$844=+$)(*$)77*++&'=*$),-$,48$)+$74G<=&7)8*-$84$
F+*$)+$81*?$G&618$81&,5>$
 
]*$C)7*-$+*2*()=$71)==*,6*+$3&81$81*$34(5+14<+L$
•  I&A*(*,8$+5&==$=*2*=+$4C$81*$<)(B7&<),8+$
•  ]1)8$)(*$81*$<(4+$),-$74,+$4C$<(42&-&,6$8()&,&,6$C4($844=+$3*$-4,@8$4j7&)==?$
+F<<4(8$'F8$81)8$<)(B7&<),8+$)(*$)+5&,6$C4(f$N]4(-g(*++E$h48*(4P$
•  !F8+$),-$'4=8+$4C$81*$74,8*,8E$)(*$3*$8*)71&,6$81*$(&618$G)8*(&)=$)8$81*$(&618$<)7*f$
•  /1*4(?$),-$<()7B7*$R$31)8$3*@(*$-4&,6$&+$844=+$8()&,&,6E$3*$)(*$,48$8()&,&,6$
<*4<=*$&,$(*+*)(71$G*814-4=46?>$.C$<*4<=*$)(*$F+&,6$81&+$C4($81*&($+714=)(+1&<E$81*,$
G)?'*$81*$81*4(?$,**-+$84$'*$&,8*6()8*-$&,84$81*$34(5+14<+$
•  JF8F(*$34(5+14<+$D$/1*(*$&+$)$,**-$C4($81*+*$34(5+14<+E$'F8$&+$81&+$81*$(4=*$4C$81*$
=&'()(?f$c43$7),$3*$+F<<4(8$81&+$&,$),$4,64&,6$3)?$81)8$&+$+F+8)&,)'=*$),-$
+7)=)'=*f$
b+$3*$(*k*78$F<4,$4F($43,$*`<*(&*,7*+$3&81$81*$34(5+14<+$),-$81&,5$)'4F8$81*$
CF8F(*E$3*$)=+4$*`)G&,*-$31)8$481*($&,+B8FB4,+$)(*$-4&,6>$
$
 
]*$3),8*-$84$+**$31)8$481*(+$)(*$-4&,6$&,$81&+$^.,8(4-F7B4,$84$I&6&8)=$0714=)(+1&<_$
+<)7*>$]*$=445*-$)8$=&'()(&*+$)+$3*==$)+$)7)-*G&7$-*<)(8G*,8+$),-$<(46()G+$),-$
C47F+*-$4,$I&6&8)=$cFG),&B*+$&,+8(F7B4,>$
 
/4$6*,*()=&H*E$81*(*$)(*$81(**$G4-*=+$C4($&,+8(F7B4,$(*=)8*-$84$-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<L$
$
9>$b7)-*G&7$74F(+*+$4C$+8F-?$
Q>$%&'()(?$7=)++*+$),-$8)=5+$
W>$%&'()(?$&,,42)B4,$&,$81&+$+<)7*$
 
 
b7)-*G&7$74F(+*+$4C$+8F-?L$
 
9>$/1*+*$)(*$C4(D7(*-&8$74F(+*+E$7*(B\7)8*+E$4($V)+8*(@+$<(46()G+$8)F618$&,$)7)-*G&7$
-*<)(8G*,8+>$
 
Q>$/1*$4,*+$3*$=445*-$)8$)==$*G<1)+&H*$81)8$+8F-*,8+$3&==$=*)(,$'481$81*4(?$),-$
<()7B7*>$/1*?@(*$&,8*(*+8*-$&,$-&6&8)=$1FG),&B*+$)+$)$<1*,4G*,4,$DD$)+$),$4'S*78$4C$
+8F-?E$,48$SF+8$)+$)$<()7B7*>$$
 
W>$J(*eF*,8=?$81*?$1)2*$=)'+E$+4$81*?$1)2*$)$+7&*,7*D8?<*$G4-*=E$31*(*$<*4<=*$
-&+7F++$&,$7=)++$N')756(4F,-$),-$81*4(?P$81*,$6*8$1),-+D4,$<()7B7*$),-$+5&==+$3&81$
+<*7&\7$844=+>$N.,$+4G*$7)+*+E$=)'+$G)?$477F($3&81&,$81*$=&'()(?$4($-()3$4,$481*($
+*(2&7*+$)8$81*$&,+B8FB4,P$
 
Y>$08F-*,8+$-4$<(4S*78+$,48$\,)=$<)<*(+>$V4+8$4C$81*G$)(*$74==)'4()B2*$<(4S*78+E$+4$
81*?@(*$=*)(,&,6$74==)'4()B4,$),-$<(4S*78$G),)6*G*,8$+5&==+$)+$),$&,8(&,+&7$<)(8$4C$
Ic$<()7B7*>$$
 
 
l,$81*$481*($1),-E$=&'()(?$7=)++*+$),-$8)=5+L$
 
•  8*,-$84$'*$<()7B7)=$+*++&4,+$4($4,*D4A$8()&,&,6$*2*,8+$()81*($81),$+F+8)&,*-$
&,eF&(?$&,84$81*$81*4(?$[$<()7B7*$4C$-&6&8)=$1FG),&B*+$
$
•  /1*(*$G)?$)=+4$'*$+<4,+4(*-$8)=5+E$'F8$81*+*$)=+4$8*,-$84$477F($4,$)$4,*D4A$')+&+$
4($)(*$4(6),&H*-$C4($+<*7&)=$*2*,8+$N*>6>E$*2*,8+$)(4F,-$4<*,$)77*++$3**5P$
$
•  M2*,$&C$=&'()(?$7=)++*+$)(*$<48*,B)==?$(*=*2),8$84$-&6&8)=$1FG),&B*+$<()7B7*E$81*?$
)(*$8?<&7)==?$)&G*-$)8$)$GF71$'(4)-*($7=&*,8*=*$81),$SF+8$^-&6&8)=$1FG),&+8+_$
 
 
%&'()(?$.,,42)B4,$3&81&,$81&+$+<)7*$R$=&'()(&*+$G&`&,6$81*4(?$),-$<()7B7*E$8*71,&7)=$
+5&==+$3&81$81*$G*814-4=46?$4C$-&6&8)=$1FG),&B*+L$
$
•  #m)$g()`&+$g(46()GL$4A*($6()-F)8*$+8F-*,8$C*==43+1&<+$84$7F=B2)8*$81*$,*`8$
6*,*()B4,$4C$-&6&8)=$1FG),&B*+$+714=)(+$
$
•  %&'()(&*+$+<4,+4(&,6$/1)8U)G<+$
$
•  %&'()(&*+$34(5&,6$&,$<)(8,*(+1&<$3&81$481*($<(46()G+$84$<F+1$'*?4,-$8()-&B4,)=$
=&'()(?$&,+8(F7B4,L$
•  Ic0.$N#,&2*(+&8?$4C$m&784(&)E$#m&7$%&'()(?E$),-$)'4F8$)$-4H*,$481*($
F,&2*(+&B*+$),-$4(6),&H)B4,+P$
•  I&6&8)=$cFG),&B*+$]&,8*($.,+B8F8*$NV./cE$#,&2*(+&8?$%&'()(&*+E$U#!"E$
bIclE$*87>P$
$
b+$4<<4+*-$84$81*$G4(*$8()-&B4,)=$=&'()(?$7=)++*+E$!"#$#$5&,-+$4C$)7B2&B*+$*,6)6*$
=&'()(&),+$),-$+8)A$)+$<()7BB4,*(+$4C$G*814-4=46?$()81*($81),$SF+8$8()&,*(+$&,$)$+*8$
4C$-&+7(*8*$+5&==+>$
 
lF($4F($<)(8,*(+$6*n,6$31)8$81*?$3),8$C4($81*&($C)7F=8?$),-$+8F-*,8+f$$
V),?$)K*,-**+$,48$C(4G$4F($<)(8,*(&,6$-*<)(8G*,8$R$&,-&2&-F)=+$7),$'*$+F(2*?*-$
'F8$&8@+$1)(-*($84$*2)=F)8*$81*$+F77*++$4C$81*$+*(&*+$)+$)$314=*$
]&==$814+*$314$)K*,-*-$'*$<(*<)(*-$84$<()7B7*$-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<f$$
]*$)&G$84$<(*<)(*$81*G$84$'*74G*$<)(8$4C$81*$-&6&8)=$+714=)(+1&<$74,2*(+)B4,E$'F8$
143o31*(*$3&==$81*?$6*8$81*$+5&==+$84$-4$G4(*$74G<=*`$34(5f$$
$
b++*++G*,8L$3*$7),$=445$)8$4F($+F(2*?$(*+F=8+E$-4$)i*(D)7B4,$(*2&*3$3&81$81*$C)7F=8?$314$
1*=<*-$F+$C()G*$81*$+*(&*+E$*+BG)8*$BG*$+<*,8$4,$81*$<(4S*78>$$$
$
aF8$)+$3*$\6F(*$4F8$31)8$3*$=*)(,*-E$31)8$+14F=-$3*$(*<4(8$4F8$84$4F($+8)5*14=-*(+f$]1)8$
-)8)$3&==$'*$1*=<CF=$C4($*2)=F)B,6$31*81*($)$,*3$+*(2&7*$34F=-$+7)=*$F<$),-$'*$+F+8)&,)'=*f$$
$
]*$-4,@8$1)2*$),$*+8)'=&+1*-$(*<4(B,6$+8(F78F(*$84$7)<8F(*E$),)=?H*E$),-$*2)=F)8*$+F71$
*`<*(&G*,8+>$]*$3),8$84$<(42&-*$C**-')75$81)8$3&==$1*=<$4F($4(6),&H)B4,$-*7&-*$31*81*($
),-$143$84$'F&=-$)$314=*$,*3$+*(2&7*$)(*)>$$
$
b,-$\,)==?E$3*$)(*$+B==$<4,-*(&,6$143$'*+8$84$-*8*(G&,*$81*$=&'()(?@+$(4=*$R$)(*$3*$+*(2&7*$
<(42&-*(+E$8()&,*(+E$<)(8,*(+$&,$7F((&7F=FG$'F&=-&,6E$<)(8,*(+$&,$(*+*)(71f$b==$4C$814+*$
eF*+B4,+$)(*$64&,6$84$(*G)&,$)=&2*$)+$3*$64$C4(3)(->$$
$
]*$=445$C4(3)(-$84$1*)(&,6$143$G),?$4C$?4F$)(*$)<<(4)71&,6$81*+*$71)==*,6*+>$$
 
 
